Scene, mecanic

THE RING CYCLE
The Metropolitan Opera

For the first time in more than 20 years, the Met has unveiled a new Ring cycle. Robert Lepage’s
groundbreaking production – the most ambitious production the Met has ever attempted – was
seen in its entirety, with a cast of the world’s greatest Wagnerian singers. The production
was based on the theory of plate tectonics, in which pieces of the earth’s crust are continually
shifting. The set, knicknamed The Machine, was designed and facbricated by SE following Carl
Fillion’s vision.
Translating that idea to the stage ment building a platform
of 24 movable planks that turns into staircases and walls
where computer-generated imagery is projected. The
Machine is a 45-ton set made of two towers that support
the 60 feet central shaft. The towers insure, through
hydraulics, the translation and the rotation of the shaft.
Each plank has a central part on which the tapered planks
are attached. The 24 center units each have breaks and
automation features for positionning. The shaft allows
a vertical translation of 20 feet and a rotation of 270
degrees of the whole assembly. Any other movement
of the planks is done by the technicians and then locked
in place using the central units built in breaks. So, using
the hydraulics, the automation and the technicians, the
machine transforms into different configurations.

the surface. The set is completed by the forestage. It is
raked and serves as a continuum of the planks and the
main playing area.

The towers and the shaft are made of steel and the planks
are made of aluminum with moulded fiberglass sheets for

Set Designer, Carl Fillion

The span of the shaft, its own weight, the weight of the
planks and artists made the shaft design a challenge.
Transportation constraints required the shaft to be
separated in three sections. The unions between the shaft
sections needed to be mechanical and were specially
designed and machined for this set.

The set in SE Studio

The 3 parts central axis and
center units of the planks

Acrobatic needs required the addition of human load
anchors and many other safety features.
Production, the Metropolitan Opera
Director, Robert Lepage
Associate Director, Neilson Vignola

The 24 planks at upright position
Scene Éthique’s Studio

The planks in horizontal position,
raked forestage - SE Studio

Technical adjustments
Scene Éthique’s Studio

The Machine is either a floor, a ceiling, a back drop, etc.
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